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1.0  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Public Open Space, hereby known as POS and its connections provide a significant 
benefit to communities by facilitating passive and active recreation, connection with the 
environment and engagement with the community. Well designed and provisioned POS 
and connecting paths can improve physical and mental well being and encourage greater 
social cohesion.

Through a desktop review of background information, it was noted the Strategic Community 
Plan prepared by the Town of Port Hedland identified that in relation to the provision of POS  
existing residents:

•	 treasure the existing natural environments; and,

•	 would prefer a greater investment in their existing POS and parks rather than the 
development of new assets.

A review of the existing POS in Port and South Hedland found that the provision of existing 
POS in Port Hedland is in the order of 52.9 ha per 1000 residents, vastly exceeding the 
3.36ha / 1000 as described by the Western Australian Planning Commission. South Hedland 
also slightly exceeds this requirement with 3.86 ha / 1000 residents.

Port Hedland also exceeds the requirements for the different types of recreation function, 
being Recreation, Sport and Nature Spaces. South Hedland also has a reasonable balance 
of the three main types of POS function, however, new POS should be geared towards 
‘Recreation’ functions.

An assessment of walkable catchments identified that Port Hedland is generally well 
connected. South Hedland’s connections to POS could be improved through some low key 
improvements to some drainage swale areas to provide pedestrian and cycle links.

POS within Port and South Hedland was also assessed to determine any gaps in 
infrastructure, with some specific opportunities for small improvements to be made to some 
individual POS areas in the future.

A series of growth scenarios have been examined that have found that Port Hedland will 
not require any new POS under either first two scenarios. If the small improvements to POS 
are implemented in South Hedland, the new POS areas associated with new development 
will generally be sufficient. Potentially an additional 20 ha of POS would be required if the 
population growth is realised as predicted under Pilbara Cities.

Individual POS within Port and South Hedland have been classified in a hierarchy adopted 
from the Department of Sport and Recreation  Classification Framework for Public Open 
Space 2012. 

The hierarchy also determines a standard of provision of infrastructure for each of the 
categories which can be utilised to determine gaps or excess levels of infrastructure in the 
parks.

An inventory of park profiles indicating hierarchy is included in Appendix A. It determines 
identification of Premier Parks, level of usage, level of maintenance, existing infrastructure 
and recommended actions. 
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2.0  INTRODUC TION
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2.1   BACKGROUND

POS and its connections provide a significant benefit to communities by facilitating passive 
and active recreation, connection with the environment and engagement with the community. 
Well designed and provisioned POS and connecting paths can improve physical and mental 
well being and encourage greater social cohesion.

There are many factors that influence the provision and programming of POS, including 
location and timing of new developments, funding availability, along with many other planning 
and trending issues. These factors can mean decisions on the provision or improvement of 
POS can become reactionary and piecemeal, rather than proactive, cohesive and strategic.

Through the recent ‘boom times’ experienced in the Pilbara, Port and South Hedland 
experienced a rapid increase in the provision of POS and associated recreation assets. As 
the economic climate has returned to normal, there has not been the expected increase 
in permanent residents therefore revenue generated by rate payers to fund these assets.

2.2  STRATEGIC GOALS

The goal of the Town of Port Hedland is to provide quality POS network that responds to the 
needs of the whole community that is connected to the surrounding urban areas.

The purpose of this study is:

•	 To review the overall quantity and quality of POS and paths. 

•	 To establish a framework for the assessment of existing POS and Paths that considers 
accepted industry standards as well as recognising the sites location and context.

•	 To review the current status of individual POS and Paths through site investigations 
and mapping of each park.

•	 To review the current level of service required for each POS and make recommendations 
as to any changes in the physical environment and or levels of service.

•	 To identify gaps within the POS and Path network and make recommendations as to 
the provision of additional POS or path connections.

•	 To review the current funding mechanisms for ongoing maintenance of POS and Paths 
within the ToPH.

•	 To review future development, the requirements for additional POS and or path 
connections and any recommended strategies to ensure the POS and path network is 
optimized as a holistic entity.
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2.3   IMPOR TANCE OF PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

POS is shown to improve the social, mental and physical well-being of the community.  
Access to public open space increases physical activity, which has significant mental and 
physical health benefits.  Open space supports social connectedness and pet-ownership 
for the population who utilise it, both having positive health and well-being outcomes.  For 
children, the opportunity to play independently outdoors is associated with a number of 
physical, mental and social benefits including increased physical activity, reduction in 
stress and depression and increased social connectedness.  POS planning must ensure 
that the community is utilising open space as much as possible to gain these health and 
well-being benefits.  

To maximise utilisation of POS it should be:

•	 Well located;

•	 Accessible;

•	 Flexible in use;

•	 Vegetated;

•	 Well maintained; and,

•	 Designed to reduce anti-social behaviour.      

Accessibility is a key component to consider during strategic planning of open space as it 
ensures equitable access to all users and a broader connection to the open space network 
within the Town and surrounds. This access is to be considered not only ‘as the crow flies’ 
but also in consideration of barriers that exist and prevent access for some users. Open 
public spaces provide significant health and wellbeing benefits to the community, ensuring 
equitable access provides benefits to all members of the community, specifically those from 
low socio-economic areas who may relay of the benefits of open space more. 

2.4   AC TIVE TRANSPOR T

Path connections provide opportunity for community to utilise active transport methods, 
which in turn has personal health benefits, environmental health benefits and improved 
social and safety outcomes.  Good pathway connections can impact the number of children 
riding to school, reduce reliance on vehicles for short trips and assist those members of the 
community who may not have access to vehicular transport.

•	 A quality path network should: 

•	 Be well connected;

•	 Prioritise pedestrian and bike movement, especially at road crossings and driveways:

•	 Be well lit;

•	 Have shade provided by street trees:

•	 Have strong visual connections to surrounding neighbours; 

•	 Be wide enough to accommodate multiple users;

•	 Be flat and free of obstruction; and,

•	 Be well sign-posted.
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2.4   AC TIVE TRANSPOR T 2.5   STUDY EX TENTS

The extents of this study are shown on Image 3 opposite. The study separately examines 
Port Hedland and South Hedland, with path connections within and between the two also 
examined. It is recognised that there are other development areas within the Town of Port 
Hedland, however these are not residential and therefore do not have the same POS 
requirements and therefore do not form part of this report.

Image 3. Study Extents
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2.6   RE VIE W OF BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

A review of numerous background documents was conducted of the following documents 
for relevance and background:

•	 Town of Port Hedland Active Open Space Strategy (CCS Strategic, 2011)

•	 Port City Growth Plan – Visual Landscape Character Study (RPS & UDLA, 2011)

•	 Classification Framework for POS (Department of Local Governement, Sport and         

       Cultural Industries, 2012)

•	 Town of Port Hedland  Cycle Plan (Transplan, 2008)

•	 Town of Port Hedland Trails Masterplan (GHD, 2013)

•	 Liveable Neighbourhoods (Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage 2015)

•	 WAPC – DC Policy 2.3 – POS in Residential Areas  (WAPC)

•	 Town of Port Hedland Community Infrastructure Plans Recommendations (ToPH,           

        2015)

•	 Town of Port Hedland Draft ‘Level of Service’ spreadsheets. (ToPH, 2018)

•	 Port Hedland Consolidated Foreshore Redevelopment Masterplan (UDLA, 2013)

•	 Town of Port Hedland Strategic Community Plan  – Engagement Summary Report

       (Creating Communities, 2017)  

•	 Community Infrastructure Plan DRAFT (@leisure, Macro Plan, 2015)

•	 Port Hedland City Growth Plan – Visual Landscape Character Study, Opportunity  

       and Constraints, Amenity and Placemaking (RPS & UDLA, 2011)

2.6 .1   L IST  OF RE VIE WED DOCUMENTS 2.6 .2  DESK TOP LITERATURE ANALYSIS
The key findings from the review that have influenced the direction of this study include:

•	 A number of previous documents were based on the Pilbara Cities growth forecast 
predicting a population in the Town reaching 50,000 by 2040. Recent demographic 
modelling indicates that the Town population is unlikely to grow much beyond the 
current population of approximately 15,000.

•	 The Strategic Community Plan (2017) states that the existing residents:          

        a. Treasure the existing natural environments; and,                  

        b. Would prefer a greater investment in their existing POS and parks rather than the

            development of new assets.

•	 The Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries Classification          
Framework for POS (2012) and Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage Liveable 
Neighbourhoods (2015) are a useful starting point for understanding the provision of 
POS in the study area, however it needs to be adjusted to suit the local environment.

•	 There are a number of quick wins identified in previous studies such as the Port              
Hedland Consolidated Foreshore Redevelopment Masterplan (2013) and the Town of 
Port Hedland Trails Master Plan (2013)that could be quickly implemented to have a 
significant improvement to pedestrian and cycle connectivity in the Town.
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3.0  REGIONAL VARIATION

Situated on the coast in the Pilbara, Port and South Hedland form a large regional town 
which provides a lifestyle with all major services, employment opportunities and abundant 
natural assets. Its location is relatively isolated with the nearest towns of Marble Bar and 
Roebourne  being approximately 180 kilometres away.

The POS size hierarchy and functions in Sections 4 and 5 are based on the Classification 
Framework for Public Open Space (2012) and Liveable Neighbourhood’s (2015) to enable 
comparative assessments of POS  provision and function. The descriptions contained in 
these documents are subject to regional variation due to Port Hedland’s relative isolation 
and surrounding landscape. Consideration for regional variations are as follows: 

•	 In addition to the formally classified POS and paths, there is a vast amount of other 
open space and opportunities for recreation in Port Hedland. These spaces include 
the foreshore including Spoil Bank and the foreshore areas around Pretty Pool. These 
local characteristics reduce the necessary POS requirement in areas within close 
proximity to these high quality coastal areas. They have therefore been included in the 
mapping exercises to demonstrate catchment and distribution of POS. 

•	 The background documents Classification Framework for Public Open Space (2012) 
and Liveable Neighbourhood’s (2015) categorise hierarchy predominantly by size.  
Due to Hedland’s isolation, this report also takes into consideration the catchment a 
POS serves, that is; the distance a majority of the users will travel to utilise a POS. Port 
Hedland and South Hedland they have been considered as two distinct districts due to 
the distance between the two sites.

•	 Request cash-in-lieu for improvements to existing POS in subdivisions where 3 or 
more lots are being created, unless it can be demonstrated by the applicant that a 10% 
public open space contribution has previously been made. Refer Item 13

•	 Request cash-in-lieu to be paid for improvements for existing POS in strata subdivisions, 
in accordance with the provisions of Section 3.3.2 of ‘Development Control Policy 1.3’, 
where 3 or more lots are being created. Refer Item 13

1. Increasing the percentage of restricted public open space permitted within localities 

•	 Increasing the percentage of restricted public open space permitted within localities 
where conservation of high value vegetation is possible.

Image captions (clockwise)

Image 4. Pretty Pool

Image 5. Spoil Bank
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Image 6. Yikarra Park
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In Western Australia, POS is generally classified by both size and function. The Department 
of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries - Sport and Recreation Classification 
Framework for Public Open Space (2012) provides a classification framework for the 
strategic and equitable delivery of POS. This is supported through state level planning 
documents such as Liveable Neighbourhoods (2015). In the planning of new development, 
it is generally required that 10% of develop-able land is provided for POS. However this is 
recognised as a somewhat ‘blunt’ tool when applied across the wide variety of settlements 
in WA. In addition to the formally classified POS in Hedland, there is almost boundless open 
natural space available for informal recreation.

For example the Foreshore Reserve and Spoil Bank are very popular recreation areas for 
Port and South Hedland residents despite the lack of built infrastructure at these sites.

The following hierarchy is adopted from the Department of Sport and Recreation 
Classification Framework for Public Open Space (2012). The hierarchy is divided into four 
categories that reflect the different roles, both form, function and accessibility served by 
POS within the context of Port Hedland.  The hierarchy consists of: 

•	 Local Public Open Space

•	 Neighbourhood Public Open Space 

•	 District Public Open Space 

•	 Regional Public Open Space 

The hierarchy also determines a standard of provision of infrastructure for each of the 
categories. These are general standards only and regional variations will occur due to the 
specifics of a POS including level of use, location and contextual setting. 

4.0  POS HIERARCHY
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LOCAL PUBLIC OPEN SPACE 

Purpose and Design Local POS is usually small parklands that service the recreation needs of the 
immediate residential population. 

Local POS is primarily used for recreation and may include small areas of nature 
space. 

Local POS is unlikely to be used for any formal or informal sport. 

Typical Size 0.4ha to 1ha 

Access Within 400 metres or 5 minute walk. 

Location and Design Local POS should: 

 Include accessible, safe pedestrian and cycling connections. 
 Form part of an overall pedestrian and cycling network to connect key 

destination points. 
 Support good passive surveillance. 
 Be responsive to natural site features. 
 Build on sense of place. 
 Assist to preserve local biodiversity and natural area values. 

Activities 
Activities may include: 
 

 Children’s play, dog walking, picnics, friends and family gatherings. 
 Relaxation and rest spots. 
 Casual team activities. 
 Walking, running or cycling. 

Service Level Infrastructure should include: 

 Shade Structure 
 Water Sensitive Landscaping including  Shade Trees 
 Minimal Irrigated Lawn Area 
 Dual Use Shared Path Access 
 Seating 
 Signage  
 Minimal Children’s Playground 
 Bin (and Pet Litter Bags where necessary) 
 Bike Parking 

4.1   LOCAL POS

Image 7. Leap Park Local - POS Example
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NEIGHBOURHOOD  PUBLIC OPEN SPACE 

Purpose and Design Neighbourhood POS serves as the recreational and social focus of a community. 
Residents are attracted by the variety of features and facilities and opportunities to 
socialise. 

Neighbourhood POS can assist to engender sense of place and protect specific 
conservation values through retention of nature spaces. 

Neighbourhood POS may be used for junior sport or sports training if appropriate space 
is available. 

Typical Size 1ha to 5ha 

Access Within 800 metres or 10 minute walk. 

Location and Design Neighbourhood POS  should: 

 Be central to surrounding neighbourhoods. 
 Include accessible, safe pedestrian and cycling connections. 
 Form part of an overall pedestrian and cycling network to connect key 

destination points. 
 Support good passive surveillance. 
 Be responsive to natural site features. 
 Build on sense of place. 
 Assist to preserve local biodiversity and natural area values. 

Neighbourhood POS may also: 

 Be co located with schools to create a community hub. 
 Be large enough to enable different activities and uses to occur 

simultaneously. 

Activities Neighbourhood POS may include a combination of open parkland and bushland with 
activity spaces for casual play. 

Neighbourhood POS may include sport facilities, depending on ability to accommodate 
desirable field dimensions and necessary supporting amenity. 

Service Level Infrastructure should include: 

 Shade Structures 
 Water Sensitive Landscaping including  Shade Trees 
 Appropriate size Irrigated Lawn/Turf  Area 
 Dual Use Shared Path Access 
 Seating 
 Picnic table 
 Water fountain 
 Signage  
 Children’s Playground with Shade 
 Bin (and Pet Litter Bags where necessary) 
 Bike Parking 

4.2  NEIGHBOURHOOD POS

Image 8. Marrapikurinya Park - Neighbourhood POS Example

Service Level Infrastructure should include: 

 Shade Structures 
 Water Sensitive Landscaping including  Shade Trees 
 Appropriate size Irrigated Lawn/Turf  Area 
 Dual Use Shared Path Access 
 Seating 
 Picnic table 
 Water fountain 
 Signage  
 Children’s Playground with Shade 
 Bin (and Pet Litter Bags where necessary) 
 Bike Parking 
 On street parking 
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4.3   DISTRIC T POS

DISTRICT  PUBLIC OPEN SPACE 

Purpose and Design District POS is principally designed to provide for organised formal sport, however in 
Port Hedland this also may include event spaces or other forms of recreation that are 
not offered in the local area. District POS will very likely include substantial recreation 
space and some nature space. 

District POS design and function should consider biodiversity principles and 
environmental management goals. 

District POS serves several neighbourhoods with players and visitors travelling from 
surrounding districts. 

Typical Size 5ha to 15+ha 

Access Within 2 kilometre or 5 minute drive. Port Hedland essentially has two districts; Port and 
South Hedland and District POS will serve both districts. 

In regional WA, District POS may provide sporting facilities for the wider district and 
surrounding communities. 

Location and Design District POS should: 

 Be located central to the catchment to maximise accessibility. 
 Accommodate the recommended dimensions and supporting amenity for 

formal sport and recreation. 
 Be located on district distributor roads with good passive surveillance. 
 Be serviced by public transport networks. 
 Include accessible, safe pedestrian and cycling connectors. 

District POS may also: 

 Be co-located with a school or other community facilities to create a 
community hub. 

 Provide a significant visual break in the urban environment, particularly along 
major thoroughfares. 

 Assist to preserve local biodiversity and natural area values. 

Activities District POS  may: 

 Consist of sufficient space to accommodate a variety of concurrent uses, 
including organised sports, children’s play, picnicking, exercising the dog, 
social gatherings and individual activities. 

 Include a combination of bushland, open parkland for casual play and space 
for organised sport. 

 Accommodate multiple user groups, clubs and associations. 
 Accommodate recreational activities that are not offered elsewhere in Port 

Hedland. 

Service Level Infrastructure should include: 

 Shade Structures 
 Water Sensitive Landscaping including  Shade Trees 
 Appropriate size Irrigated Lawn/Turf  Area 
 Dual Use Shared Path Access 

Image 9. Colin Matheson Oval Image: District POS Example 
Image: Town of Port Hedland

 

Service Level  Shade Structures 
 Water Sensitive Landscaping including  Shade Trees 
 Appropriate size Irrigated Lawn/Turf  Area 
 Dual Use Shared Path Access 
 Seating 
 Picnic Table 
 Water fountain 
 Signage  
 Children’s Playground with Shade 
 Bin (and Pet Litter Bags where necessary) 
 Bike Parking 
 Barbeque 
 Active Recreation / Organised Sports Facilities 
 Lighting 
 Parking  
 Toilets 
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4.4  REGIONAL POS

REGIONAL  PUBLIC OPEN SPACE 

Purpose and Design Regional POS may accommodate important recreation and organised sport spaces as 
well as significant conservation and/or environmental features. 

Regional POS may provide substantial facilities for organised sport, play, social 
interaction, relaxation and enjoyment of nature. 

Regional POS can assist to protect biodiversity conservation and environmental values 
through retention of bushland, wetlands and other natural features. 

Typical Size Size is variable and dependant on function. 

When sporting space is identified as a necessary regional function, allocations for 
playing fields and sports facilities should be 20+ha in area. 

Access Regional POS serves one or more geographical or social regions and is likely to attract 
visitors from outside any one local government area. 

Users not living within close proximity will use either private vehicles or public transport 
systems. 

Location and Design  Regional POS is allocated outside the structure planning process by the WA 
Planning Commission in consultation with local government. 

 Location of Regional POS is usually determined by resource availability and 
opportunities to utilise and/or protect the space. 

 Regional POS should be well connected to major road and public transport 
networks. 

 Sport spaces allocated within Regional POS must have the capacity to 
accommodate required field dimensions for both junior and adult sporting 
competition and appropriate supporting amenity. 

 Regional POS should accommodate biodiversity principles and environmental 
management goals where possible. 

Activities Regional POS should be large enough to accommodate various concurrent uses, 
including organised sports, children’s play, picnicking, bush walking, and protection of 
natural features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Service Level Infrastructure should include: 

 Shade Structures 
 Water Sensitive Landscaping including  Shade Trees 
 Appropriate size Irrigated Lawn/Turf  Area 
 Dual Use Shared Path Access 
 Seating 
 Picnic Table 
 Water fountain 
 Signage  
 Children’s Playground with Shade 
 Bin (and Pet Litter Bags where necessary) 
 Bike Parking 
 Barbeque 
 Active Recreation / Organised Sports Facilities 
 Lighting 
 Parking  
 Toilets / change rooms 

 

Image 10. McGregor Street Precinct - Regional POS Example
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As part of this study, the areas of POS have been reviewed to agree which spaces are 
considered as formally recognised POS and the extent of path connections. This was 
achieved through:

•	 Review of the Planning Scheme;

•	 Site investigations;

•	 Review of Liveable Neighbourhoods (2015),

•	 Review of aerial imagery; and,

•	 Workshops with key stakeholders from the Town.

Image 11 opposite shows the extent of the POS areas within Port Hedland. The 18 POS 
areas identified on the plan are broadly classified as POS under the DSR Guidelines and 
are currently maintained by the Town. The following areas are not formally classified as 
POS under the DSR Guidelines:

•	 (19) Spoil Bank;

•	 (20) Pretty Pool Reserve;

•	 (21) Foreshore Open Space; and,

•	 (22) Drainage Swales.

It is recognised however that these spaces make an enormous contribution to the recreation 
opportunities and sense of place of Port Hedland.

Each individual POS maintained by the Town within Port Hedland has been mapped with 
key infrastructure identified and is included in Appendix A. 

Image 12 shows the additional POS areas that are maintained by others. Under the DSR 
guidelines, none of these spaces are formally considered POS.

5.1  EXISTING POS IN POR T HEDLAND -  HIERARCHY

5 .0  EXISTING POS -  HIERARCHY
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Image 11. Port Hedland POS - Managed by Town of Port Hedland
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Image 12. Port Hedland POS - Managed by Others
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5.2  EXISTING POS IN SOUTH HEDLAND -  HIERARCHY

Image 13 shows the extent of the POS areas within South Hedland. The 18 POS areas  
identified on the plan are broadly classified as POS under the DSR Guidelines and are 
currently maintained by the Town. The improved drainage swales are not classified as POS 
under the DSR Guidelines.

Image 14 shows the additional POS areas in South Hedland that are maintained by others. 
Under the DSR guidelines, Limestone Park and Osprey Village Park are classified as POS.
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Image 13. South Hedland POS - Managed by Town of Port Hedland
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Image 14. South Hedland POS - Managed by Others
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Image 15. Cyclone George Park
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6.0  EXISTING POS - 
FUNC TION 6.1 EXISTING POS IN POR T HEDLAND -  FUNC TION

The following POS function categories are adopted from the Classification Framework for 
Public Open Space (2012). POS function is divided into three categories that reflect the 
different roles served by POS within the context of Port Hedland. POS may include more 
than one function.  POS function consists of: 

•	 Recreation POS - Identified as providing a setting for informal play and physical activity, 
relaxation and social interaction. Examples include playgrounds, civic squares, skate 
parks, picnic and barbecue areas.

•	 Sport POS - identified as providing a location for formal structured or organised sporting 
pursuits capable of hosting team competitions, physical skill development and training. 
Examples include sporting ovals, basketball/netball/tennis courts and aquatic centres

•	 Nature POS - identified as providing a setting for people to enjoy and connect with 
nature. Sites are managed to enable access by the community whilst protecting 
environmental values Examples include native vegetation retention, walk trails and 
coastal foreshores.

As part of this study, the functions of POS have been reviewed to ascertain what role the 
POS provides for the community This was achieved through:

•	 Site investigations;

•	 Review of Liveable Neighbourhoods (2015),

•	 Review of aerial imagery; and,

•	 Workshops with key stakeholders from the ToPH.

Image 16 shows the function  of the POS areas within Port Hedland. With the inclusion of 
Spoil Bank, Foreshore Open Space and Pretty Pool Reserve, Port Hedland has a vast area 
of Nature POS available to the community. 

Recreational POS is also well catered for with 11 sites throughout the area. Those 
recreational areas that allow access and interaction with natural assets such as the coastal 
foreshore are categorised as Recreation/Nature and include Cemetery Beach, Pretty Pool  
Park, Captain Bert Madigan Park and the Dowding Way POS nodes.

Sport POS is provided by the McGregor Street precinct which is currently undergoing 
a masterplan. As well as this Colin Matheson oval and Gratwick Aquatic Centre are 
categorised as Recreation/Sport as they contain facilities for formal sports as well as 
recreation opportunities such as playgrounds and informal play.
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Image 16. Port Hedland Existing POS - Function
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6.2  EXISTING POS IN SOUTH HEDLAND -  FUNC TION

Image 17 shows the function  of the POS areas within South Hedland. 

Recreation is the predominant function for POS with 11 sites throughout the area. There 
are five sites categorised as Recreation/Sport including the high school, primary school 
sites and South Hedland Aquatic Centre. These provide opportunity for formal and informal 
sports as well as recreational activities such as dog walking at the schools and informal 
play at the aquatic centre.

Kevin Scott Oval and Marie Marland Reserve are classified as Sport POS and provide 
opportunity for formal sports with structured playing fields and courts.

The drainage swale system throughout South Hedland is classified as Nature POS. It allows 
for informal activities such as walking and jogging. Also due to South Hedland’s location 
there is vast surrounding natural land that provides opportunity such as dog walking and is 
informally utilised by local residents. 
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Image 17. South Hedland Existing POS - Function
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7.0  CURRENT POS ANALYSIS

This section provides an assessment of the quantity, arrangement and quality according to 
function of POS in Port and South Hedland.

Image 18. Koombana Park
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7.1  OVERALL QUANTIT Y TARGE T

As a benchmark, we have adopted the Stephenson Hepburn aspiration that is described 
under WAPC Policy DC 2.3 generally accepted target for provision of POS is 3.36 ha per 
1000 population or 3.36 m2 per person.

7.2  EXISTING POPULATION

The census data obtained by the Australian Bureau of Statistics registers a total population 
in 2017 of 14,979 within the Town of Port Hedland Local Government Authority area. Further 
detail of population and areas of POS is provided below.

7.3  POS QUANTIT Y IN POR T HEDLAND

The status of the quantity of existing POS in Port Hedland is summarised as:

•	 Port Hedland Population - 4,480

•	 Port Hedland Area of POS  - 237 ha (This includes the Spoil Bank, Pretty Pool  Reserve 
and the Foreshore precinct).

•	 This equates to 0.0529 ha per person

•	 As a benchmark comparison, this equates to 52.90 ha per 1000

Based on the above assessment, the Port Hedland area vastly exceeds the requirements 
of 3.36 ha per 1000 population.

A summary of these areas is shown in Table 1 opposite.

7.4  POS QUANTIT Y IN SOUTH HEDLAND

The status of the quantity of existing POS in South Hedland is summarised as:

•	 South Hedland Population - 9,834

•	 South Hedland Area of POS - 39 ha

•	 0.00390 Ha per person

•	 As a benchmark comparison, this equates to 3.90 ha per 1000

South Hedland slightly exceeds the requirements of 3.36 ha per 1000 population.

A summary of these areas is shown in Table 1 opposite.

This is generally in accordance with the sentiment captured in the Strategic Community 
plan, that residents are satisfied with the quantity of POS, but would prefer improvements 
with what they have.

This study does not provide comment on the adequacy of the Sporting Spaces, such as 
numbers of playing fields, future demand etc. The Town is in the process of commissioning 
a Recreation Needs Assessment which will determine if any new playing fields are required.
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POHPPS POS Area analysis - DRAFT

South Hedland Recreation Sport Nature Local Neighbourhood District Regional
Managed by ToPH

1 Elements Estate Park 4400 4400
2 Cyclone George Park 5000 5000
3 Daylesford Park 2900 2900
4 Shay Gap Memorial Park 13100 13100
5 Limestone Park 2000 2000
6 Koombana Park 4500 1500
7 South Hedland High School Oval 27000 27000
8 South Hedland Primary School Oval 10000 10000
9 Baler Primary School Oval 13000 13000

10 Cassia Primary School Oval 9000 9000
11 Marquee Splash and Play Water Park 18000 18000
12 South Hedland Town Centre (Centenary Park) 4200 4200
13 South Hedland Skate Park 5700 5700
14 South Hedland Aquatic Centre 8500 8500
15 Wanankura Stadium 200000 200000
16 Amenity Swales 33000 33000
17 Landscaped Swales 20000 20000

Managed by Others
1 Osprey Village Park 10000 10000

Total Area 97100 273200 20000 32300 140800 14200 200000
Total POS Sth Hedland 390300
38.18 Ha 24.88% 70.00% 5.12%

Possible Improved areas to be considered POS
Drainage Swales 321400 321400
32ha

Port Hedland - classified as POS
Managed by ToPH

1 Leap Park 3100 3100
2 Marrapikurinya Park 4200 4200
3 Cemetery Beach Park 33000 33000
4 Koombana Lookout 8700 8700
5 Pretty Pool Park 2000 2000
6 Yikara Park and Trails 9700 9700
7 Boat Ramp Park 1500 1500
8 Art Gallery Gardens 1300 1300
9 Civic Centre Gardens 4300 4300

10 Port Hedland Skate Park 6300 6300
11 Colin Matheson Oval 30000 30000
12 Spoil Bank Reserve 580000 580000
13 Pretty Pool Reserve 600000 600000
14 Gratwick Aquatic Centre 1100 1100
15 McGregor Street 500000 500000
16 Drainage Swales 11000 11000

Foreshore Reserve 570000
Managed by Others

1 Saint Cecilias Primary School 6000 6000

Sub total Area 73800 537400 1761000
Hectares 2372200
237.22 3.11% 22.65% 74.23%

Not considered POS
1 Proposed Anderson and Wilson Street Project 103000 103000
2 BHPB Environmental Buffer 118000 118000
3 McGregor Oval East site 424 424

Total Area 14100 298424 1211100 500000

Function (shown as m2) Heirarchy

Table 1. POS Area Analysis
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7.5  POS FUNC TION (QUALIT Y )

This section provides a quantitative assessment of the amount of different POS areas 
according to function. The Parks and Leisure Australia Position Paper: Public Open Space 
Planning in Western Australia - New Residential Developments, Revised October 2011 
proposes a 50 – 50 split between Recreation and Sport, with Nature Space additional. 

7.5 .1   POR T HEDLAND

Port Hedland is skewed by the enormous scale of Natural spaces such as the Spoil 
Bank. Anecdotally, Recreation and Sport spaces are adequately provisioned however the 
adequacy of Sport space will be subject to additional investigation by a separate recreation 
needs assessment. 

As shown on Table 1. (POS Area analysis), in Port Hedland there is:

•	 7.3 ha of Passive Recreation Space;

•	 53.7 ha of Sport Space; and,

•	 176 ha of Nature Space.

Given the large supply of POS in Port Hedland, the aim of 50-50 Recreation vs Sport is 
not appropriate. However a reverse engineered assessment based on overall POS based 
on 3.36 ha per 1000 residents provides one method of understanding the percentage of 
Recreation vs Sport spaces.

•	 Port Hedland has 4,480 residents, based on WAPC requirements for 3.36 ha/1000 
should provide 15 ha of POS as a minimum.

•	 If 50% of this POS was ‘Recreation’ it will equal a target of 7.5 ha. Port Hedland 
currently has. 7.3 ha, which is just shy of the target. However it is important to note 
that Port Hedland has vast amounts of Nature Space, which could be considered as 
providing ‘Recreation’.

•	 If 50% of this POS was ‘Sport’ it will equal a target of 7.5 ha. Port Hedland currently 
has. 53.6 ha, many times higher in Sport space allocation.

In summary, Port Hedland exceeds the requirements for the areas of different open space 
function in Recreation, Sport and Nature Spaces.

7.5 .2  SOUTH HEDLAND

As the area of POS in South Hedland is much closer to the WAPC requirement of 3.36 
ha per 1000 residents, a simple % comparison between Recreation and Sport Space can 
apply. 

•	 Approximately 70% of South Hedland POS is classified as Sport function;

•	 Approximately 25% is classified as Passive Recreation function; and,

•	 There is a further 5% classified as Nature space.

It must be noted that several of the Sport spaces in South Hedland such as Wanankura 
Stadium also provide general facilities such as benches, drink fountains, play equipment 
and dog off leash areas that also provide ‘Recreation’ function amenities.

On consideration of this, is can be argued that South Hedland has a reasonable balance 
between Recreation and Sport spaces, however any new POS should provide Recreation 
type infrastructure.

7.5 .3   GAPS IN QUANTIT Y OF POS

In assessing the quantity of POS against the benchmark of 3.36ha of POS per 1000 people, 
both Port and South Hedland exceed this requirement. 
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7.6  POS HIERARCHY AND WALK-ABLE CATCHMENTS

The distribution and location of POS in an important consideration to provide equitable 
access to POS for the whole community of Port and South Hedland. The updated 2015 
Draft version of Liveable Neighbourhoods by the Western Australian Planning Commission  
suggests that POS should be within a 300 metre walkable distance for all residents. Images 
19 and 20 (Port and South walk-able catchment maps) shows the approximate 300 metre 
catchments for each POS area. Note these distances are approximate only and do not 
account for road networks or other major barriers.

7.6 .1   POR T HEDLAND

Image 19 shows Port Hedland is catered for by access to a variety of POS areas with the 
exception of:

The South Western Corner of Pretty Pool – This area is connected to the Pretty Pool walk 
that provides casual recreation opportunities.

A small pocket of land on Athol Street – This area is however adjacent to the Athol Street 
site which provides a natural recreation space.

The aboriginal settlement on Charles Ball Drive – There is an opportunity to engage with 
this community to create a POS area that responds to this communities requirements - The 
Town to confirm status of this site.
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Image 19. Port Hedland 300 metre Walkable Catchment
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7.6 .2   SOUTH HEDLAND

South Hedland is generally well catered for by POS, but less so than Port Hedland. There 
are some areas that are not within 300 metres of any classified POS as shown on Image 
20 that include:

The North East corner of South Hedland – This could be rectified by providing paths and 
amenity through the drainage swale

A portion of the Osprey Development – This will be rectified when the Osprey POS/Primary 
School Oval is eventually completed.

The South Western Corner of South Hedland – This could be rectified by providing paths 
and amenity to the drainage swale area. 
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Image 20. South Hedland 300 metre Walkable Catchment
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7.7  NEIGHBOURHOOD AND DISTRIC T CATCHMENTS 

This section provides a review of catchments for Neighbourhood and District POS. 

7.7 .1   POR T HEDLAND

Image 21 shows the other catchments for Neighbourhood and District POS areas in Port 
Hedland. In general terms, the 800m catchments for the Neighbourhood POS and 2km 
catchment for the District spaces are well distributed giving providing good access to these 
areas for the residents of Port Hedland.
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Image 21. Port Hedland Neighbourhood and District 800 metre Walkable Catchment
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7.7 .2   SOUTH HEDLAND

Image 22 shows the 800m catchment for neighbourhood POS and shows good distribution 
of this type of POS in South Hedland. In addition it also shows the 2km catchment for 
District POS, which due to their central location provides good access to these spaces. 
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Image 22. South Hedland 800 metre Neighbourhood and District Walkable Catchment
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7.7 .3   GAPS IN WALK ABLE CATCHMENTS

Port Hedland is well provisioned with POS walkable within 300 metres with the exception 
of the Aboriginal community on Charles Ball Drive. - The Town to confirm status of this site.

South Hedland has some gaps in Local POS. This could be rectified through improvements 
to swale areas which would then perform as local POS as shown in the following Images 
23, 24 and 25.
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Image 23. South Hedland Walkable Catchment for Proposed Drainage Swale POS
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There are some areas in South Hedland that are not within 300 metres of any classified 
POS.  Providing simple path and amenity through existing drainage swales would rectify 
this as well as improve path connectivity as shown in Image 69 and include:

•	 J.D. Hardie Centre Landscaped Swale;

•	 Paton Road Landscaped Swale;

•	 Osprey Swale extension; and,

•	 Steamer Avenue Landscaped Swale.

Image 68 below illustrates an example of simple amenity through the swales.

7.7 .4   SOUTH HEDLAND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Un irrigated Native Vegetation

Shaded Dual-Use Path

Image 24. Proposed POS Swale Section 

Areas for Informal Recreation Drainage Swale Local Tree Species
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Image 25. South Hedland Proposed Drainage Swale POS
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8.0  PATH CONNEC TIONS

8.1 PATH CONNEC TIONS BE T WEEN POR T AND 
SOUTH HEDLAND

Image 26. Existing Cycle Link between South Hedland and Salt Works

Image 26 opposite shows the extent of the existing shared path between Port and South 
Hedland. It presently only connects South Hedland to the entry to Dampier Salt and does 
not connect to Port Hedland. The Port Hedland Cycle Plan Report  (2008) has identified the 
connection of this path as a priority project when funding becomes available.
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Image 27 shows the extent of the existing path network at <2m and >2m. The Town 
recognises that a 2 metre path width should be considered a minimum and any paths less 
than 2m should be increased in width when upgrades are undertaken. Paths should be a 
width of 2.5m with a preference for 2.8m where possible as this provides dual use where 
cyclists and pedestrians can share the path safely.

Image 28 shows the existing connections between key destinations in Port Hedland. In 
general terms Port Hedland is well connected, however there are six priority connections 
that would greatly benefit pedestrians and cyclists to move between key destinations in 
Port Hedland. These include:

•	 Connection to Dampier Salt (and South Hedland);

•	 Connection between Cooke Point and Pretty Pool;

•	 Dune walk along Cooke Point;

•	 Keesing Street North to Dempster Street Foreshore Path Link;

•	 Consolidation of Path Network to Primary School; and,

•	 Esplanade to Spoil Bank Foreshore Boardwalk.

There are a small number of streets that do not have footpaths on any side of the road shown 
in grey on Image 27. The Town should consider a program of implementing a standard 2.5m 
wide concrete footpath to at least one side of the road within these areas.

8.2  EXISTING PATH CONNEC TIONS IN POR T HEDLAND
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Image 27. Port Hedland Existing Path Network
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Image 28. Port Hedland Key Linkages
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8.3  EXISTING PATH CONNEC TIONS IN 
SOUTH HEDLAND
Image 29 shows the extent of the existing path network at <2 metres and >2 metres in 
South Hedland. There are limited areas of paths less than 2 metres wide, however the 
Town recognises that a 2 metre path width should be considered a minimum and any paths 
less that 2 metres should be increased in width when upgrades are undertaken. A minimum 
width of 2.5 metres is required by the Town  with a preference for 2.8 metres where possible.

Image 30 shows the extent of the path connections between the key locations in South 
Hedland. The Radburn style layout of South Hedland presents some challenges for access 
and pedestrian permeability. South Hedland overall has a good structure of paths, however 
this could be improved through the construction of new paths that exceed 2.5 metres with 
a preference for 2.8 metres  in width to provide shared pedestrian and cycle access. These 
paths should be connected into the overall network.

8.4  SWALE CONNEC TIONS

Image 30 shows that there are a number of opportunities to utilise the existing drainage 
swale network and create shared path connections as created in the Town Centre drainage 
swales. 

8.5  FOOTPATH CONNEC TIONS

There are several areas within South Hedland that do not provide pedestrian footpaths 
on any side of the road as shown in Image 31. The Town should consider a program of 
implementing a standard 2.5 metre wide concrete footpath to at least one side of the road 
within these areas. Connections to the larger path network should also be provided.
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Image 29. South Hedland Existing Path Network
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Image 30. South Hedland Key Linkages
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Image 31. South Hedland Areas of No Path Infrastructure
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There is also opportunity to consolidate the path network to the Primary School and to 
complete the cycle link between South and Port Hedland which currently terminates at the 
Dampier Salt Facility. Image 32 shows connections from the South Hedland cycle link to 
both Wilson and McGregor Street. 

In Port Hedland the foreshore including Spoil Bank and Pretty Pool Reserve is the main 
natural asset and  there is an opportunity to complete a path connection along the foreshore 
as outlined in The Port Hedland Consolidated Foreshore Redevelopment Masterplan to link 
these key areas illustrated in image 32. These include the following paths links:

•	 Goode Street to Pretty Pool Creek Crossing;

•	 Quarantine Site to Goode St North Foreshore Path Link;

•	 Keesing St North to Dempster St Foreshore Path Link; and,

•	 Esplanade to Spoil Bank Foreshore Boardwalk.

8.6  NE W PATHS TO SER VICE EXISTING HEDLAND 
COMMUNIT Y

8.6 .1  POR T HEDLAND
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Image 32. Port Hedland Proposed Path Links
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Image 33. Marquee Park Splash and Play
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9.0  FUTURE PROVISION OF
POS  
There are a number of developments of varying size with planning approval in Port and 
South Hedland. This section provides an assessment of if and when these developments 
proceed, what will the effects be on:

•	 The existing and proposed POS based on quantity i.e does the addition of new 
population change the assessment of overall quantity of POS allowed against the 
benchmark of 3.36ha per 1000 residents.

•	 The arrangement of POS based on proximity to existing walkable catchments.

The findings of these should be considered against the Liveable Neighbourhoods  
requirement for 10% POS allocation. If developments are already serviced by good 
connections and adequate POS, there should be flexibility in potentially reducing the 10% 
requirement.

9.1  DE VELOPMENTS WITHIN POR T HEDLAND

Image 34 shows the proposed residential developments within Port Hedland however there 
is no current indication of the likelihood of these developments proceeding. Image 35 shows 
the 30 metre walk-able catchment for development with proposed residences.

9.1 .1  APPROVED STRUC TURE PLANS

There are currently two developments with approved structure plans:

•	 Lot 4 Clarke Street (89 units/dwellings)

•	 Lot 2 McGregor Street and Lot 5474 (313 units/dwellings)

Given the relatively small scale of these developments and their close proximity to the 
McGregor Street precinct and Foreshore Reserves, it is recommended that no new POS is 
created for these developments and the Town negotiates a Cash in Lieu arrangement (refer 
section 11). 

9.1 .2  NON-APPROVED STRUC TURE PLANS

There are three developments currently being considered by the Town that do not yet 
currently have approved Structure Plans. As shown on Image 34, these are potentially 
larger developments, however any new POS created with these developments will need to 
consider existing POS and connections. They are:

•	 Pretty Pool Stage 3 (174 units/dwellings) - 

•	 Athol Street (550 - 620 units/dwellings)

•	 Spoil Bank Marina - no dwellings

Each proposed project will need to be considered on it own merits in response to the 
proposed layout and density of development. However some specific considerations 
include:

•	 Pretty Pool Stage 3 is already well serviced by the Pretty Pool Reserve, Yikara Park 
and path network. A contribution towards the connection between Cooke Point and 
Pretty Pool would be a greater asset to the overall recreation amenity in the broader 
Port Hedland context.

•	 Athol Street is potentially a large scale development and will need some POS to provide 
amenity for new residents. Any POS should connect to and complement the Pretty 
Pool Reserve and a contribution to either the Cooke Point – Pretty Pool connection 
or Foreshore Reserve promenades would be a greater asset to the overall recreation 
amenity in the broader Port Hedland context.

•	 The Spoil Bank Marina will not  contain any residential units. Given the sites location 
within a significant recreation asset (the Spoil Bank) and connections to the Foreshore 
Promenade, new POS should be minimal.
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Image 34. Port Hedland Development
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Image 35. Port Hedland Development 300M Catchment
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9.2  DE VELOPMENTS WITHIN SOUTH HEDLAND

Image 36 shows the proposed residential developments within South Hedland however 
there is no current indication of the likelihood of the timing of developments proceeding. 

Despite the economic slowdown, there are significant developments proposed in South 
Hedland. A summary of the proposed developments with commentary around POS and 
paths connections is as follows:

•	 Lot 331 Hamilton Road – This development is comparable in scale to Elements Estate. 
Its location to the North of North Circular Road will affect the ped shed considerations 
for existing POS areas within South Hedland and will require a POS development to 
provide amenity for residents. A contribution towards the proposed pedestrian path 
connection would provide a more equitable connection into the key destinations of 
South Hedland.

•	 Area A – Lot 504 Forrest Circle – This site is outside of any 300m wlak-wable catchment  
from existing POS and will require a small pocket park. It is well positioned to connect 
into the Hamiltion Road swale and POS network.

•	 South Hedland Town Centre – The Town Square (Centennial Park), Pool, Skate Park 
and Landscaped Swale are all completed and there should be no further requirements 
for additional POS in this area.

•	 Trumpet Way Development Plan – Marquee Park is directly opposite the site, with 
Baler and Cassia Primary Schools also within 300 metres. Any subdivision should 
carefully consider the POS context and there is an argument to reduce the standard 
requirement for 10% allocation here.

•	 Koombana Development Area – The edges of this site are within 300 metres of 
Daylesford and Koombana Parks. The two swales running north south and intersecting 
the site could be improved to provide greater pedestrian connections and recreation 
amenity.

•	 The Western Edge and Osprey Rural Structure Plan are large developments that will 
require new POS and potentially contain any new recreation facilities such as new 
playing fields subject to a Recreation Needs assessment.

9.2 .1   GAPS IN WALK-ABLE CATCHMENTS

Image 37 shows gaps in walk-able catchment of POS outlined in red, if development areas 
are to be completed. 

The Western Edge development site should consider location of POS to mitigate any walk-
able catchment gaps.

Providing simple path and amenity through southern drainage swales would rectify gaps 
in walk-able catchment in the Osprey West and Osprey Rural developments as illustrated 
previously in Image 24.
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Image 36. South Hedland Development
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Image 37. South Hedland Development 300M Catchment
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All proposed new developments and any associated new POS requires careful consideration 
based on the nature of the development, the proposed housing types, its location and 
connections. The arbitrary requirement of 10% POS requires consideration against the vast 
amount of natural spaces that exists in and around Port and South Hedland. In addition, 
the community and the Town have expressed a strong desire for quality over quantity when 
it comes to POS.

It is important to understand how POS may be required to respond to the growth scenarios 
for Port and South Hedland. Four scenarios are examined as follows:

•	 Scenario A – Business as usual, existing population remains largely stable

•	 Scenario B – Growth, the approximate 30% vacant housing is fully let 

•	 Scenario C – Extended Growth, scenario B growth plus the full completion and 
occupancy of all approved structure plans

•	 Scenario D – Pilbara Cities, the aspirational target of a city with 50,000 residents

This assumes that the population of Port and South Hedland remains largely stable. 

Table 3. Development Area Analysis

10.0  POS UNDER POTENTIAL GROW TH SCENARIOS 

10.1  SCENARIO A-BUSINESS AS USUAL

  Population Req’d POS m2  Actual POS m2 Variance 

Scenario A - Existing Population 14,797 497,179 2,752,900 2,255,721 

      

Sth Hedland 9,834 330,422 381,800 51,378 

      

Port Hedland 4,480 150,528 2,371,100 2,220,572 

 

The table above shows that in South Hedland the minimum requirement for POS is exceeded 
by 51,378 m2 or approximately 5 ha.

In Port Hedland the minimum requirement for POS is exceeded by approximately 220 ha.
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10.2  SCENARIO B- GROW TH

Advice from the Town indicates pproximately 30% of the residential properties within Port 
and South Hedland are vacant. This scenario assumes there is some increase in demand 
for permanent accommodation and all housing stock is fully occupied.

 Population Req’d POS 
m2  

Actual 
POS m2 

Variance 

Scenario B - Growth - full tenancy of housing 
stock 

22,700 762,720 2,752,900 1,990,180 

      

Sth Hedland 15,000 504,000 381,800 -122,200 

If additional POS added    194,000  

Balance    71,800 

      

Port Hedland 7,700 258,720 2,371,100 2,112,380 

 
The table above shows that under the growth scenario, there would be a shortfall in POS of 
122,200 m2 or approximately 12 ha in South Hedland. However if the new POS is created 
as shown on Image 25 on page 46 with an approximately area of 19.4 ha, the total POS in 
South Hedland would exceed the minimum requirement by over 7 ha.

In Port Hedland, the area of POS is exceeded by over 211 ha.

10.3  SCENARIO C-EX TENDED GROW TH

This scenario assumes growth over and above that assumed in Scenario B, and that all 
developments approved under existing structure plans are completed and filly occupied.

 Population Req’d POS 
m2  

Actual 
POS m2 

Variance 

Scenario C  35,209 1,183 022 2,752,900   

      

Sth Hedland 24,580 825,881 770,870 -55,011 

If additional POS added as per image 23   194,000  

Balance    138,989 

      

Port Hedland 10,629 357,141 2,371,100 2,013,959 

 

The table above shows that if all development is completed and occupied, and the new 
POS as proposed in Image 25 on page 46 is developed, there will be a small deficit in the 
quantity of POS in South Hedland of 55,011 m2 or just over 5 ha.

In Port Hedland, the area of POS is exceeded by over 200 ha.

If it was deemed necessary to create an additional 5 ha of POS, this could be located in 
the vicinity of some the large new population centres such as the Western Edge or Osprey 
Rural development areas as shown on Image 36.
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This scenario considers the amount of POS if the growth was to achieve the Pilbara Cities 
target of 50,000 residents.

10.4  SCENARIO D -PILBARA CITIES

 Population Req’d POS 
m2  

Actual 
POS m2 

Variance 

Scenario D - Pilbara Cities 50,000 1,680,000 2,752,900 1,072,900 

      

Sth Hedland (assumed) 35,000 1,176,000 770,870 -405,130 

If additional POS added as per image 23   194,000  

Balance    -211,130 

      

Port Hedland (assumed) 15,000 504,000 2,371,100 1,867,100 

 
The table above shows that with a population of 35,000 in South Hedland, 21 ha of POS 
over and above all POS installed over Scenario B and C is required. 

In Port Hedland, the area of POS is exceeded by over 186 ha.

To summarise the need for additional POS against each scenario is as follows:

10.5  SUMMARY OF SCENARIOS

Scenario South Hedland Port Hedland 

A – Business as Usual No additional POS required No additional POS required 

B - Growth 4 Swale Parks Developed 
(19.4ha) 

No additional POS required 

C – Extended Growth 4 Swale Parks Developed 
(19.4ha) 

No additional POS required 

D – Pilbara Cities 4 Swale Parks Developed 
(19.4ha) plus additional 21ha 

No additional POS required 
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11.0  FUNDING OPPOR TUNITIES

In recognising that within Port and South Hedland:

•	 Population Forecasts indicate that the population is likely to remain fairly stable at 
around 15,000 residents for the foreseeable future;

•	 Residents expressed a high value of natural spaces and desire for quality over quantity 
of POS;

•	 That both Port and South Hedland are well provisioned with existing POS; 

•	 There are a number of ‘quick wins’ that can improve the overall recreation capacity of 
Port and South Hedland; 

•	 The Town does not have the capacity to allocate additional funding for POS improvement 
or path connections requiring significant capital; and,

•	 Consideration should be given to alternate funding opportunities for improvements to 
the existing POS and Path networks.

11.1  CASH IN-LIEU OF POS

11.1 .1  OVER VIE W

Development Control Policy 2.3 issued by the WAPC outlines the requirements for Public 
Open space in Residential Areas. 

The commencement of the Planning and Development Act 2005 (“2005 Planning Act”) on 9 
April 2006 resulted in some changes to the requirement for and the calculation of cash-in-
lieu of public open space (“POS”), in particular, the date of valuation of the land required 
for POS.

In essence 10% of the gross area where considered practical, remains a requirement, 
derived from the Stephenson – Hepburn Plan, and is still considered valid having been 
applied since 1956. This land is given up free of cost, however does not normally apply to 
less than 5 lots.

Section 20C of the previous Town Planning and Development Act 1928 outlined how cash- 
in - lieu of Public Open Space may be expended and Section 4.3 of DC 2.3 outlines what 
is considered acceptable for expenditure of cash in lieu funds. Generally, 8% public open 
space and 2% cash in lieu is acceptable, however the land area may be less, particularly 
if the Local Authority can demonstrate sufficient POS already exists in the locality (i.e. 
infill development). Reference to the Commissions Liveable Neighbourhoods Community 
Design Code is relevant and provides additional support and information.

The 2005 Planning Act introduced provisions for payment of cash-in-lieu of POS which 
were similar in some respects, but in some other respects significantly different to the 
provisions contained in Section 20C. The most significant differences are:

•	 Cash-in-lieu of POS will be payable by the subdivider if the WAPC so requires after 
consultation with the local government, or if the WAPC, the local government, and the 
owner of the land so agree. The difference here is that cash-in-lieu may be payable if 
the WAPC so requires even if the local government or the owner do not agree. That 
does not apply, however, in the case of subdivisions creating less than 5 lots.

•	 The cash-in-lieu value of the POS land is to be determined as at the date on which the 
valuation is made. The date on which the valuation is made could be any date up to, or 
even after the date of endorsement of approval on a deposited plan, but in any event 
will necessarily be a date after the date of conditional approval, which was the date of 
valuation under s 20C in the 1928 Planning Act.

The Commission may also require the provision of open space in industrial, commercial and 
rural subdivisions where there is a need to provide for passive and active recreation areas 
and protect environmental features as part of the subdivision design.
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11.1 .2  APPROPRIATE USES FOR CASH IN L IEU FUNDS

Cash-in-lieu funds may be used in the following manner: 

•	 For the purchase of land for parks, recreation grounds or open spaces generally, in the 
locality in which the subdivision is situated; 

•	 In repaying loans raised by the local government for the purchase of such land; or 

•	 With the approval of the Minister for Planning, for the improvement or development 
as parks, recreation grounds or open spaces generally of any land in the said locality 
vested in or administered by the local government for any of those purposes.

11.1 .3  ACCOUNTABILIT Y

Cash-in- lieu funds received by a local government must be paid into a separate (trust) 
account. Under the Local Government Financial Management Regulations 1996, the 
account should clearly set out the purpose for which the money is held, the landholding 
from which it was obtained and the date on which is was paid to the local government.

In each such instance, the Commission will wish to be advised of the location of the land in 
respect of which the money is to be expended, the nature and the timing of the expenditure, 
and the amount of money held by the local government concerned for acquisition or 
improvement of public open space in the locality concerned. In addition, when it has 
recommended to the Minister that approval be given to the use of cash-in-lieu funds as 
provided for in paragraph 4.3.3(c) above, it will also recommend that the local government 
indicate when those improvement works have been completed. 

The use of cash-in-lieu would not normally be acceptable for community halls or indoor 
recreation centres, enclosed tennis courts, bowling greens for clubs, facilities for private 
clubs or similar facilities where access by the general public is restricted. 

The Commission also requires that local governments provide an annual statement of the 
separate cash-in-lieu account, in order that it may be appraised of the position in each local 
government area with respect to the use of cash-in-lieu fund.

Expenditure of cash-in-lieu funds must be directly related to the use or development of land 
for public open space purposes. The land must be vested or administered for recreation 
purposes with unrestricted public access.  Land held in fee simple by the local government 
should, as a pre requisite, be reserved for public recreation in the Council’s town planning 
scheme.  

Requests to the Minister for Planning for approval of the expenditure of cash-in-lieu should 
be submitted to the Commission accompanied by a map and schedule showing:  

•	 the location and Commission reference number of the subdivision from which the funds 
were obtained; 

•	 the dollar value of the funds obtained; 

•	 the location of the proposed reserve where the funds are proposed to be expended; 

•	 he nature of the proposed expenditure; and, 

•	 the program for the expenditure. 
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11.2  DE VELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS FOR POS AND 
NE T WORKS

State Planning Policy 3.6 (July 2016), prepared under Part 3 of the Planning and 
Development Act 2005 outlines the requirements for Developer Contributions, essentially 
for infrastructure. Developer contributions arise as a result of growth in population and an 
increased demand for public infrastructure, fundamental to the social and economic well- 
being of any community. Requirements for development contributions are imposed by way 
of conditions on subdivision, strata subdivision or development, or in areas of fragmented 
ownership where cost sharing arrangements are necessary, by development schemes or 
development contribution arrangements made under local planning schemes. 

Examples of these pressures are: 

•	 Greenfield development of land for residential purposes, where there are standard 
requirements for infrastructure and facilities which are imposed by the WAPC as 
conditions on the subdivision or strata subdivision of the land, but where a local 
government requires infrastructure or facilities over and above the common standards. 

•	 Infill development and redevelopment where common standard conditions of 
subdivision, strata subdivision or development still apply, but where significant changes 
in the type or intensity of land use may require new infrastructure and facilities, or 
the augmentation of existing infrastructure and facilities beyond the normal scope of 
standard subdivision or development conditions. 

•	 The capacity of a local government to provide the additional infrastructure and facilities 
necessary to accommodate future growth and change is limited by the available 
financial resources. As a result, local government is increasingly seeking to apply 
development contributions for the construction of infrastructure and facilities beyond 
the standard requirements such as community centres, recreation centres, sporting 
facilities, libraries, child care centres and other such facilities. 

11.2 .1  OVER VIE W The objectives of this policy are:

•	 to promote the efficient and effective provision of public infrastructure and facilities to 
meet the demands arising from new growth and development;

•	 to ensure that development contributions are necessary and relevant to the 
development to be permitted and are charged equitably between those benefiting from 
the infrastructure and facilities to be provided;  

•	 to ensure consistency and transparency in the system for apportioning, collecting and 
spending development contributions; and  

•	 to ensure the social well-being of communities arising from, or affected by development. 

Where a local government seeks development contributions beyond the standard provisions 
outlined in Appendix 1 of the Policy, it must be supported by a development contribution plan 
which identifies the need for such infrastructure for the relevant development contribution 
area, or by a genuinely voluntary agreement between a developer and the relevant local 
government. Any requirement for development contributions should be consistent with the 
principles outlined in Section 5.2. of the planning policy.

A development contribution may be provided by one of any combination of the following 
methods, subject to the agreement of the local government: 

•	 ceding land for roads, public open space, primary school sites, drainage and/or other 
reserves;

•	 constructing infrastructure works to be transferred to a relevant government agency on 
completion (in-kind contributions); 

•	 monetary contributions, to be used by the local government to acquire land or undertake 
works; or 

•	 some other method acceptable to the relevant government agency or infrastructure 
provider.
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A development contribution requirement associated with an endorsed development 
contribution plan cannot be imposed as a condition of a rezoning or other scheme 
amendment that facilitates development. 

A development contribution plan may identify infrastructure that: 

•	 needs to be actioned with the first development in a development contribution area, 
such as a major road extension/connection; and, 

•	 is predominantly located on the developer’s land, such as construction of a recreation 
facility to service the larger development contribution area.  

11.2 .2  PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING DE VELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS

Development contributions must be levied in accordance with the following principles: 

•	 Need and the nexus The need for the infrastructure included in the development 
contribution plan must be clearly demonstrated (need) and the connection between 
the development and the demand created should be clearly established (nexus). 

•	 Transparency Both the method for calculating the development contribution and the 
manner in which it is applied should be clear, transparent and simple to understand 
and administer. 

•	 Equity Development contributions should be levied from all developments within a 
development contribution area, based on their relative contribution to need. 

•	 Certainty All development contributions should be clearly identified and methods of 
accounting for escalation agreed upon at the commencement of a development. 

•	  Efficiency Development contributions should be justified on a whole of life capital 
cost basis consistent with maintaining financial discipline on service providers by 

precluding over recovery of costs. 

•	 Consistency Development contributions should be applied uniformly across a 
development contribution area and the methodology for applying contributions should 
be consistent. 

•	 Right of consultation and arbitration Land owners and developers have the right to be 
consulted on the manner in which development contributions are determined. They 
also have the opportunity to seek a review by an independent third party if they believe 
that the calculation of the contributions is not reasonable. 

•	 Accountable There must be accountability in the manner in which development 

11.2 .3  ACCOUNTABILIT Y

Development contributions must be formulated through an open and transparent process, 
with the opportunity to comment in accordance with the process specified in Section 5.3 
of the planning policy, or through development contribution plans or genuinely voluntary 
agreements that are transparent and follow the due planning process. 
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The development contribution plan is used to prescribe the cost contributions for owners 
in a development contribution area. Areas requiring a development contribution plan, and 
the infrastructure needs and costs for such areas, will generally be identified as part of the 
process of preparing or amending local planning schemes. 

Development contributions are generally calculated and applied by way of conditions 
of subdivision, strata subdivision or development, particularly in greenfield areas. 
Development contributions may also be sought in infill and redevelopment areas at the 
time of subdivision, strata subdivision or development. Contributions may be calculated 
and applied as: 

•	 standard conditions of subdivision or strata subdivision;  

•	 conditions of development; or, 

•	 Alternatively, contributions can be implemented through genuinely voluntary legal 
agreements. 

Development contributions become due and payable as part of the subdivision clearance 
process or prior to the commencement of development. The calculation will be to apply the 
detail of the development contribution plan to the development, including any offsets for 
the ceding of land or construction of infrastructure.  This is often calculated in the form of 
a cost per lot.

11.2 .4  MECHANISMS FOR CONTRIBUTIONS

There are a number of alternate funding opportunities that may be available to the Town 
to provide a greater level of service to existing POS areas, or to contribute to capital 
expenditure for new POS or Paths.

11.3  OTHER FUNDING OPPOR TUNITIES

11.3 .1  RE VENUE FROM LOT DISPOSAL

The Town has identified a number of lots in South Hedland as shown in Image 38 that could 
potentially be sold, with a percentage of revenue generated allocated to the improvement 
of other POS areas.

The disposal of lots highlighted would impact on POS and path networks and be invested 
back into the Town in the form of new infrastructure in POS or new path networks instead 
of being claimed by the state.
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Image 38. South Hedland Lot Disposals
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11.3 .2  OTHER FUNDING

Depending on the nature of the infrastructure proposed, the Town may seek to partner with other entities to co-fund POS improvements.

Other funding opportunities that could be considered (in alphabetical order) include:

•	 Australia	Council	-	Community	Partnerships	:	www.australiacouncil.gov.au

•	 BUPA	Health	Foundation	Grants	Program:	www.bupa.com.au

•	 Commonwealth	Bank	Staff	Community	Fund:	www.commbank.com.au

•	 Community	Business	Bureau	(CBB)	Community	Development	Grants:	www.cbb.com.au

•	 Department	of	Local	Government	and	Communities:	Youth	Activities	Grants:	www.communitieswa.gov.au/grants

•	 Department	of	Sports	and	Recreation:	www.dsr.wa.gov.au

•	 Foundation	for	Rural	and	Regional	Renewal	Grants:	www.frrr.org.au

•	 Harold	Mitchell	Foundation	www.haroldmitchellfoundation	

•	 Healthway	Aboriginal	Health	Project:	www.healthway.wa.gov.au

•	 Healthway	Health	Promotion	Project	Grants	and	Sport	and	Racing	sponsorship	www.healthway.wa.gov.au

•	 Lotterywest	-	Community	spaces	outdoor	www.lotterywest.wa.gov.au/grants

•	 Lotterywest	-	Trails:	www.lotterywest.wa.gov.au/grants/grant-types/trails

•	 RAC	Sponsorship	-	Community	Partnerships:	www.rac.com.au

•	 Telstra	Foundation	Social	Innovation	www.telstrafoundation.com

Ongoing partnerships with local business will continue to be an important source of funding for improvements to POS.
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